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Header: Control rules governing activity of eukaryotic genes
appear strongly biased towards large numbers of “canalizing”
inputs. The ensemble of networks with the observed bias
predicts cells are in an ordered regime with convergent flow
in transcription state space, a percolating subnetwork of genes
fixed on or off and isolated islands of twinkling genes, a near
power-law distribution of cascades of gene activity changes
following perturbations, and a square-root relationship
between the number of genes and the number of cell types.

Section 1 Introduction
The present article reports an analysis of data pertaining to certain biases
in the observed patterns of transcription regulation of eukaryotic genes. In the
Boolean idealization, a small subset of possible switching rules, the canalizing
functions, are highly utilized.

To draw inferences about the implications of

the observed biases, a statistical ensemble approach was used. Representative
networks constructed within the ensemble of networks that satisfy the biases were
studied numerically. The consequences indicate that modeled genomic regulatory
systems are in a dynamical “ordered” regime, measurably close to a transition to
a “chaotic” regime. A number of testable consequences are derived.

Section 2 Transcription State Spaces, Trajectories,
Attractors, and Boolean Net Models
A state space is a mathematical abstraction used to describe a dynamical
system consisting of a number of interacting variables. The human genomic
regulatory system consists of 80,000 to 100,000 interacting genes and their
products[1]. A given cell type may express thousands of those genes at any
moment. Based on chip technology[2, 3, 4], SAGE analysis [5], quantitative
PCR [2, 6, 7] or other approaches, it is rapidly becoming feasible to measure the
simultaneous transcript abundance of thousands of genes in single cells, cell lines,
or developing systems. Each such measurement gives a snapshot of the current
1

transcription state of the cells. Snapshots at a timed succession of moments
can be linked in a movie that exhibits the trajectory over time of the integrated
genetic regulatory system through its state space. The state of a cell at an instant
is more complex than a mere transcriptional snapshot, for it includes not only
the concentrations of all RNA, protein and other molecular species and species
complexes, but their spatial locations and relative motions as well [8, 9].
Genetic regulatory networks can be modeled as systems of continuous[10,
11, 12, 13] or discrete, on/off variables,[14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. For computational
tractability, we idealize genetic regulatory networks as Boolean networks. A
Boolean network consists of binary (on/off) nodes (genes), links (causal cis and
trans regulatory interactions between genes), and rules (relations which specify
the next state of a node as a function of the states of its previous inputs). The
dynamics are simplified by parallel synchronous update of the entire network. A
network and its flow in state space are shown in Figure 1[19, 20, 21]. A binary

K
variable with K inputs has 22 possible Boolean functions[16]. We define two
classes of Boolean functions, parametrized by different types of bias which are
not mutually exclusive. The first bias, canalization[16], has the property that at
least one input has one value, 1 or 0, which alone suffices to guarantee the activity
or inactivity of the regulated variable. For the

K = 2 OR function, the regulated

gene is active at the next moment if either or both of its inputs are currently active.
Thus, if either input alone is active, each guarantees that the regulated gene is
2

active at the next moment. Each such input is a canalizing input. A Boolean
function with

K

inputs may have 0; 1; 2; . . . ; K canalizing inputs. The second

bias is denoted by a parameter

p

: 0:5

  1 0, representing the bias away
p

:

from an equal probability of ones and zeroes in the responses of the Boolean
function,[16].

Section 3 Regulation of Eukaryotic Genes Appears to be
Strongly Biased Towards Canalizing Functions
To characterize possible biases in known regulated eukaryotic genes we
analyzed published data for over 100 regulated genes with

K

=3, 4 or 5

known direct molecular inputs,(see Supplementary Information). We utilized the
following criteria: 1. A known piece of regulatory DNA for a given gene was
linked to a reporter gene such as beta-galactosidase or the firefly luciferase gene.
2. A functional assay existed for the expression (transcription) of that piece
of regulatory DNA in cells, in vitro, or using transgenic approaches where the
control and reporter gene were analyzed in whole organisms. 3. The study used
mutational or deletional[22] analysis of the important DNA elements binding the
candidate transcription factor(s), or used mutant transcription factors or footprint
analysis[23] of the important DNA transcription factor interactions. 4. Many
or all of the possible combinations of the transcriptional factors or mutant DNA
elements (deletion analysis) were tested or at least reasonably inferred from the
study.
3

Real transcription is not binary, as discussed below. A partial justification for
the Boolean idealization lies in the common observation of non-additive collective
behavior. Thus, if the level of transcription given input 1 alone is 0.1 of the
maximum, given 2 alone is 0.15 of the maximum, and given 1 and 2 together
is 1.00, we classified the gene as having

K = 2 inputs governed by the AND

function.
The fraction of all possible Boolean functions which are canalizing on

(1 2 . . . ) inputs decreases very rapidly as the number of inputs per node,
;

;

;K

K

,

increases. This distribution allows us to test whether actual regulated genes are
governed by rules drawn at random from the set of possible Boolean functions.
Figures 2a,b show the distribution of numbers of canalizing inputs per gene for
K

= 3 and

K

= 4 as observed from the data and compared to what would be

expected from random rule selection. A statistically significant bias towards a
high number of canalizing inputs per gene (c) among the sampled regulated eu-

= 3 and

= 4, (p less than 0.005). There
= 5 shift, ( =5
is insufficient data to test for significance for the observed
karyotic genes is observed for

K

K

K

K

data not shown). Eukaryotic genes are also strongly biased towards high values
of

p

, (data not shown).

Because

p

and

c

classes overlap, our results might reflect a bias towards high

numbers of canalizing inputs alone, towards high
discriminate these, we conditioned on

p
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p

values alone, or both. To

classes, then tested for residual biases

on the number of canalizing inputs per gene (Tables 1a,b) and found strongly
significant residual biases towards high numbers of canalizing inputs for
and

K = 4 genes.

K=3

Conversely, after conditioning on the number of canalizing

inputs per gene, no residual bias towards high p was found. (Tables 2a,b)
We tentatively conclude from these results that observed regulated eukaryotic
genes exhibit a strong bias towards high numbers of canalizing inputs per gene,
with no residual bias towards high p values. This conclusion is tempered by the
following factors: The papers we chose (see Supplementary Information) may be a
biased sample of the known data or may have been misanalyzed by us in carrying
out the Boolean idealization. Most importantly, genes governed by canalizing
inputs may well be more readily studied experimentally than those governed by
non-canalizing Boolean functions. Ultimately this important reservation can be
assessed by examining randomly chosen regulated transcription units.

Section 4 An Ensemble Approach Suggests
Eukaryotic Genomic Systems are Measurably
Within the Ordered Regime
The observed bias towards high numbers of canalizing inputs per gene
suggests that large model genomic regulatory networks lie in an ordered dynamical
regime close to the transition to chaos, rather than lying in the chaotic regime.[16,
17, 18, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27] To test the expected implications of the observed bias,
we constructed ensembles of Boolean networks with K
5

= 3, 4, 5, or mixed K

inputs per gene, in which each network was constrained to exhibit the observed
biases towards high numbers of canalizing inputs per gene. Except for these
biases, network architecture and logic was random. The averaged behaviors of
ensemble members exhibit the expected consequences of the observed canalizing
bias in the absence of further systematic features such as biases in the connection
architecture of the network.
A standard measure to test whether a continuous dynamical system is in the
chaotic or ordered regime considers the propagation forward in time of nearby
points in state space that lie on distinct trajectories. If the trajectories diverge,
exhibiting sensitivity to small changes in initial conditions, this is a signature
of chaos. If nearby states on different trajectories converge, this is a signature
of order. This analysis can be carried over to discrete dynamical systems [24,
25, 26] by sampling randomly in the state space of the system pairs of states at
different initial separations and determining whether, averaged over state space,
the trajectories of such states tend to converge or diverge at the next time step.
The metric of distance in a discrete system is the normalized Hamming distance

H (t), which counts the fraction of places in which the two states being compared
differ. If the normalized Hamming distance increases, D(t + 1) > D(t), this
is the discrete analog of chaos, if it decreases, D(t + 1) < D(t), it signifies
order. Previous work [16, 17, 18, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27] shows that networks with

K  2 inputs lie in the ordered regime, while networks with K > 2 inputs are
6

chaotic, but can be driven into the ordered regime by increasing p or increasing
the number of canalizing inputs per gene.
A simple characterization of the overall behavior of a network is provided by
the Derrida plot,[26] Figure 3. The averaged Derrida curves of members of the
ensembles of networks matching the observed high numbers of canalizing inputs
per gene are shown in Figure 3. In all cases, the Derrida curve indicates that
the generic behavior of networks in each ensemble lies modestly in the ordered
regime, not too far from the transition to chaos. Mixed networks (a distribution
of K values, with appropriate sub-distributions of c values) give results which
are again in the ordered regime.
In the K 0 c plane, numerical work has demonstrated that a decreasing fraction
of inputs need to be canalizing to be at the phase transition or in the ordered
regime as K increases. As K increases the system will pass from the chaotic into
the ordered regime if, on average, about 2.6 or more of the inputs per gene are
canalizing. Thus, for genetic networks to lie at a given position slightly in the
ordered regime as K increases, the average number of canalizing inputs per gene
needs to decrease. Interestingly, the observed fraction of canalizing inputs per
gene does decrease as K increases as required. While the data are too scant for
the trend to be statistically significant, this tentative observation is consistent with
the hypothesis that natural selection has tuned the fraction of canalizing inputs per
gene for each K class such that networks are slightly within the ordered regime.
7

The resulting similarity of the Derrida curves for eukaryotic genes with K = 3,
4, and 5 known inputs, Figure 3, suggests again that natural selection has tuned
each

K

class.

Since networks can be driven into the ordered regime for a given value of

K>

2 by tuning

p

or the number of canalizing inputs per gene, it is very

interesting that the observed rule biases can be accounted for by a bias in favor of
high numbers of canalizing inputs, with no residual bias towards high

p values.

A bias towards canalizing inputs may reflect chemical simplicity, selection, or
other factors.
Figure 3 constitutes evidence that eukaryotic cells lie in the ordered regime.
Furthermore, the Derrida test should be experimentally feasible by use of a cell
population in which a modest number of randomly chosen genes have exogenously
controllable promoters introduced upstream. Then initial perturbations of one or
several promoter activities can be tried, the corresponding initial unperturbed and
perturbed transcription states assessed by matrix, SAGE, or other techniques, and
whether these transcription states converge closer over a short time interval can
be directly tested. Indeed, if tried for many cell types, and choices of randomly
perturbed gene transcription, this would directly test whether convergence - hence
homeostasis - is a global (averaged) property in eukaryotic transcription state
spaces[16].

8

Section 5 Additional Predicted Properties
Percolating Frozen Components, “Twinkling Islands”,
and Mutual Information Measures
We used the ensemble approach to predict a variety of additional properties of
genetic networks with the observed strong bias towards high numbers of canalizing
inputs per gene. All the properties we discuss are correlated features of the ordered
regime, and have testable consequences. Our analysis involved running 1000 or
more simulations of randomly wired networks, but with various values for
inputs and

K

N genes, and rule biases for the K inputs. Statistical properties of the

gene network simulations are then gleaned from their global behavior.
The first among these is the formation of a connected frozen component of
genes in fixed active or fixed inactive states, leaving behind functionally isolated
islands of genes twinkling on and off in complex patterns. This is a global
property of these networks independent of the specific wiring but dependent on
the

K

inputs and rule biases.

If a model genetic network is initiated at an arbitrary state far from an attractor
state cycle, it flows along a “transient” trajectory to its corresponding attractor.
For nets in the ordered regime with the observed canalizing bias, almost all of
the nodes turn on and off in complex patterns initially. As the transients progress
toward the attractor, many of the nodes settle into fixed active or fixed inactive
states. Ultimately these frozen nodes form a large connected (or “percolating”
9

) cluster whose size scales in proportion to the number of nodes in the entire
network. Near or on the attractor the frozen component creates functionally
isolated “islands” of coupled genes switching on and off in complex twinkling
patterns, Figure 4.
The functional isolation is due to the fact that changes of gene activities
within one twinkling island cannot propagate changes of gene activities through
the percolating frozen component to another twinkling island. Hence once the
frozen component forms, the islands are cut off from one another. By contrast, in
the chaotic regime where

K > 2 and random rule selection is used, small frozen

islands may form, but do not create a percolating frozen cluster. Instead, the
switching or unfrozen nodes form a percolating twinkling "sea" whose size scales
in proportion to the size of the network.
The phase transition from chaotic to ordered behavior as measured by the
Derrida curve as network parameters such as the fraction of canalizing inputs
increases appears to be associated with a transition from a percolating twinkling
sea to isolated twinkling islands, Figure 4.
The predicted occurrence of isolated twinkling islands in the behavior of the
real eukaryotic genome, if confirmed experimentally, would be of fundamental
importance: First, since each such island typically has more than one attractor
itself, such islands may represent the basic decision taking circuitry of the genome.
10

A cell type is then comprised of a kind of combinatorial epigenetic code[17, 18,
16], consisting of a specific choice of one of the possible attractors for each of the
different isolated twinkling islands. Second, it should be experimentally feasible
using measurements of cell transcription states of cell type populations at timed
intervals to discover which genes are members of each isolated island, for genes
in the same island should twinkle in a correlated way, while those in different
islands should be uncorrelated.
A straightforward approach to identifying genes within one twinkling island is
the “mutual information” measure. [28, 29] The mutual information between two
genes A and B , is given by the following:MI (A; B ) = H (A) + H (B ) 0 H (A; B )
where

H

is the entropy of the state sequence visited as the net traverses its

attractor.
If either or both of gene

A or B

are frozen active or frozen inactive, the

mutual information measure is 0. If genes

A and B are twinkling on and off in

an entirely uncorrelated way, then their mutual entropy equals the sum of their
entropies, and the mutual information is again 0, with statistical fluctuations. But
if

A and B are twinkling in a correlated way, the mutual information is positive.

The obvious and testable hypothesis is that genes in the same island should exhibit
positive mutual information, whereas genes in different islands should not.
Figure 5a,b confirms this intuition. For model genes within one isolated
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island there is a strong positive signal decreasing roughly exponentially as mutual
information increases from 0. For model genes in different isolated islands,
the signal is sporadic and low. This suggests that it may be experimentally
feasible to discover which genes are members of each twinkling island, hence
count the number of such islands, the size distribution of islands, and identify the
specific genes within each island. Important caveats to this hope are that these
numerical studies are based on synchronous Boolean networks. Extension to more
realistic asynchronous and continuous models is needed. In addition, experimental
observation of fluctuating (unfrozen) gene activities may often be difficult.
The predicted scaling behavior for the size distribution and mean number of
islands in a single network as a function of the number of genes in the network
shows that the size distribution obeys a power law while the mean number of
islands increases as a logarithmic function of the size of the network, (data not
shown). Extrapolating to the human genome with 80,000 to 100,000 genes, only
about eight to ten islands are predicted. If these ensemble based predictions are
correct, this is encouraging, for the number of islands is only modest and should be
rather easily discovered using mutual information measures. Our predicted scaling
relations may be sensitive to our assumption of random network connections.

Cascades of Changes in Gene Activities
If a signal (hormone, growth/differentiation factor, etc.) is added to a cell
12

population, typically an avalanche of changes in gene activities cascades from
one or two initial genes directly affected by the signal to dozens or even a few
hundred other genes. Such cascades are the concept of a “genetic pathway”.
”Cross talk” between cascades are the mutual interactions of avalanches started at
more or less the same time from different initial genes in a given cell. In terms of
the state space picture, an avalanche is an alteration in gene activity patterns due
to perturbing the cell from its initial (transcriptional) state to a nearby state. Such
a perturbation may leave the system on a transient leading to the same attractor,
or to some other attractor. One example would be the choice of differentiation
of a mesenchyme cell to either a mature bone cell or to a fat cell, depending on
the initial signals.
We can define a gene as “damaged”[16, 25, 27] by a perturbation such as
transient exposure to a signal if its on/off behavior is ever different from what it
would have been if unperturbed. Once a gene is damaged, it remains damaged
even if thereafter its behavior is “normal” or continues to show successive
differences with the unperturbed state. The definition of damage allows us to
define the size of an avalanche of damage induced by a perturbation such as
addition of a signal. We study this computationally by flipping the state of a single
node in one copy of a network and monitoring the spread of the difference pattern
created by propagating the perturbed and unperturbed networks forward in time.
Results, Figure 6, for networks incorporating observed canalizing biases show that
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the distribution of avalanche sizes follows a near power-law distribution, truncated
with a finite size cutoff which appears to scale as a function of

p

N . Thus, for the

human genome with an estimated 80,000 genes [1], maximum avalanches once the
frozen component has formed should involve about 800 genes. The predicted size
distribution of avalanches of changes of gene activities is directly testable, and,
if carried out and confirmed would constitute further evidence that the genomic
system lies in the ordered regime. Furthermore, once the frozen structure is in
place, any such avalanche should be confined to within one isolated twinkling
island. Therefore, study of avalanches should offer an independent experimental
means, in addition to mutual information measures, to discover which genes are
members of the same functionally isolated island of genes.
The size distribution of avalanches also allows a means to test whether the
zygote is initiated on a transient far from any attractor, or is already on an attractor.
If the former, then the frozen component has not yet formed, and avalanches of
damage should be typical of the chaotic regime, with a power-law distribution of
small avalanches and a large number of vast avalanches affecting tens of thousands
of genes. If the frozen component is already in place in the zygote, then the largest
avalanches should scale as a square root function of the number of genes.

Attractors as Cell Types, Scaling Properties
A tentative interpretation of genetic network models says that cell types
14

correspond to attractors[16, 14, 17, 18, 15]. If so, then any scaling relation
between numbers of attractors and network size, as a function of position in the
ordered or chaotic regime, becomes a testable prediction of the theory. We carried
out numerical analysis of the scaling behavior for the number of attractors as a
function of network size for networks with

K = 3,

4, and 5 inputs tuned to

the observed canalizing bias and found that the number of attractors increases as
a square root function of the number of genes, (data not shown). This scaling
behavior for

K = 3, K = 4, and K = 5 is the same and persists in a relatively

broad region around the order/chaos diagonal as defined by the Derrida curve.
Similar scaling behavior has been observed computationally and analytically on
the

K 0p boundary between order and chaos[30, 31, 32, 33], though this transition

shows conventional phase transition behavior and becomes sharper for larger nets.
In order to test for the number of attractors in a network, we carried out
numerical simulations in which the network was initialized with a succession of
random initial states and state cycle attractors were encountered and discriminated.
In order to test that we had “saturated” the state cycle attractors, we implemented
a series of searches in which search was stopped if 4, 20, 100, 500, and 2500
successive initial states lay on trajectories that revealed no new state cycle.
These scaling results, plus the interpretation of an attractor as a cell type,
predicts that humans should have about

p80000 u 283 cell types. By comparison,

Alberts et al estimate 265 cell types for humans, [8]. By similar measures the
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number of cell types appears to increase at a rate between a square root and a linear
function of the rough number of genes[16]. Our theoretical predictions may be
sensitive to the assumption of random connections between genes. Experimental
confirmation of these predictions requires assessment of the actual asymptotic
dynamical behaviors of genetic networks, and an accurate count of the number of
effective genes and other relevant variables in eukaryotic cells.

Gene Expression Overlaps Between Cell Types Cluster
We define the “skeleton” of an attractor to characterize a gene as fixed off, 0,
fixed on, 1, and transiently switching, 2. We then measured the overlap between
different attractors as the normalized Hamming distance between skeletons, i.e.
the fraction of genes that are in different “states”, 0, 1, or 2, on the skeletons. A
typical distance matrix for a network of 1000 genes with

K = 3 and the observed

canalizing bias show that skeletons are within 10% of one another, and may form
a hierarchy of distances.
Our results parallel known features of gene expression overlaps between
eukaryotic cell types: First, the existence of a percolating frozen component
common to all attractors, predicts that all cell types share a common core of
genes in the same fixed activities, fixed on or fixed off. This prediction appears
to fit older data on the large overlap of gene transcription at the nuclear level in
all the different cell types in a given higher eukaryote based on RoT data[34], and
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should soon be reexamined with chip, SAGE or quantitative PCR techniques.
Second, in addition to a common core of expressed genes, the typical distribution of differences in gene expression patterns between different cell types is
on the order of a few percent, [16]. In general, model and real cell types differ
in a few to 10% of the expressed genes, [16]. One example of this property
might be that cartilage and bone cell types may have a common skeleton but the
detailed structure of their attractors may be quite different. These predicted overlap distributions are directly testable by display chips, SAGE, quantitative PCR,
or other means to test the transcriptional state of thousands of genes in different
defined cell types.

Section 6 Discussion
Cell and molecular biology is now entering the era in which study of the integrated behavior of genomic regulatory systems, including genes, RNA, proteins,
protein modifications, and cell signaling pathways, is emerging as the next major
task, [35]. Given the complexity of the cellular system, theory and experiment
will increasingly need to be integrated. At least three theory based approaches
compliment one another: First, construction of detailed kinetic models of portions
of the total “circuitry”, [36]; second, reverse engineering by inferences from the
temporal patterns of transcription, translation and other molecular species’ activities to hypotheses about the circuitry and logic connecting the components[37,
17

11]; third, use of the ensemble approach to deduce the expected structure and
behavior of genomic networks based on any known constraints, testing those predictions, finding new constraints, hence the next improved ensemble. [16, 14, 17,
18, 24, 25, 26, 31, 30, 32, 15, 27, 38]
The three approaches have complementary strengths and weaknesses. Detailed circuit models must deal with the fact that many components of the circuit
may not yet be known. Reverse engineering may often lead to many candidate
circuits that might account for the temporal patterns observed. An ensemble approach has the strength of predicting properties that are insensitive to many details
of network structure and logic, but the weakness that only statistical predictions
are made.
The present study is based on the ensemble approach.

We have shown

evidence suggesting a marked local constraint: Observed regulated eukaryotic
genes exhibit a strong bias, in the Boolean idealization, towards canalizing
Boolean functions. The most important hesitation with respect to this conclusion is
the fact that genes regulated by canalizing functions may be more readily studied.
Ultimately, this bias must be assessed using randomly chosen transcription units
and their control rules.
We have idealized gene activities as binary variables. More accurate descriptions of gene activities might include continuous or stochastic differential equa18

tions. Reasonable grounds exist to believe that the broad properties of Boolean
networks recur in a homologous class of continuous, nonlinear network models.
In particular, Glass and his colleagues [10, 11, 12, 13] have studied nonlinear
and piecewise linear differential equation network models. Recently, preliminary
evidence for the phase transition between order and chaos seen in Boolean networks has been found along the p-K boundary in piecewise linear systems, (Glass,
personal communication). Nevertheless, extension of our ensemble studies to nonlinear and stochastic network models are required to establish the robustness of
our results.
Our numerical study of Boolean networks with observed canalizing biases
revealed a number of robust properties of model genomic regulatory systems.
1) Such systems lie in the ordered regime with slightly convergent flow along
neighboring trajectories in state space. Convergence following perturbation in the
transcription state of cells is testable.
2) A percolating frozen sub-network arises in which genes are in fixed active
or inactive states on all attractors - model cell types.
3) The percolating frozen sub-network leaves behind one or more functionally
isolated twinkling islands of genes unable to communicate with one another
through the frozen component. Members of each island are discoverable with
current experimental techniques.
19

4) The power-law size distribution of such twinkling islands and near power
law distribution of avalanches of damage are predicted and testable.
5) The possibility that in the zygote the frozen component is not yet formed
can be tested by the occurrence of very large avalanches of damage following
perturbation of single gene activities.
6) The predicted square root scaling relation between the numbers of cell types
and the number of genes, the overlaps in gene activity patterns in cell types, and a
combinatorial epigenetic code for the alternative cell types of a higher eukaryote
are also open to test.
The above predictions demonstrate that an ensemble approach, while limited
to statistical predictions, may yield important insight into the integrated behavior
of genomic systems.

Where predictions fail, the new data can be used to

demonstrate further biases in construction, hence the next improved ensemble.
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